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Section 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A recent Deloitte Global Survey, “The Fourth Industrial Revolution is Here! Are You Ready?”, indicates
that executives are ill prepared for big market moving strategies that can disrupt or transform their
businesses. Only 20% are working on new business models and, worse, only 15% are prepared for Smart
and Autonomous technologies.
Industrial Manufacturers need to move quickly to decide whether they are on the right path to avoid
disruption from existing and new competition. Many of these competitors are ready to jump in and take
even greater market share thanks to their new business models, enabled by technology enhanced products
and the software to support them in the field.
Manufacturers, like you, recognize that your business begins and ends with meeting – and anticipating – a
customer’s changing requirements. With this in mind, the path becomes clear – you must innovate and manage
the technology that customers are looking for in next generation products, while implementing a Digital Thread
to address your legacy business processes and outdated engineering and manufacturing systems.
The Digital Thread makes connections to critical information allowing you to track a product and its digital
assets from concept, through design, manufacturing, quality, and field maintenance. Implementing a
Digital Thread will result in productivity gains, improved response to customer needs, market expansion
opportunity, and sustainable feedback loops for innovation including Digital Twin applications.
The purpose of this eBook is to help you understand and explore the Digital Thread. It is intended to
provide actionable ideas for Industrial Manufacturers to begin to make incremental changes that make big
impacts and position them to compete in the digital era.

“In today’s world of exponential
change, organizations that
get too comfortable with the
status quo are at major risk of
disruption.
If you’re not experimenting
and, as a director, if you’re not
asking questions about how your
organization is navigating and
plugging into disruption, forming
new ecosystems, and tapping
into open markets, then your
organization is at risk…”
Andrew Vaz
Global Chief Innovation Officer,
Deloitte
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Section 2

INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING’S CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Low margins, competition and risk avoidance are ingredients for disruption for Industrial Manufacturers.
Having built their foundation on simple, reliable products, companies are finding that product complexity
now rules the day. It is time to take the leap to digital.
Taking advantage of opportunities for digital transformation to enable innovative, connected products
requires a major commitment. However, the trade-off – do nothing and be part of history – or learn
to change and reap rewards such as higher margins, new business models, and solidifying your
organization’s future, is easily understood.
Adjusting direction can be difficult for companies that are traditionally slow to change and reliant on legacy
products that have historically been successful. Outdated enterprise solutions used to support engineering
and manufacturing of these products further compounds this problem, holding back the innovation needed
to develop the next generation of products required to keep pace with customers’ quickly changing needs.

“Autonomy is no longer an
experiment. We’re seeing
increasing pull from customers,
and we’re currently tracking
100-plus opportunities.
We want to move fast in the
space; our competition is coming
from both traditional and
nontraditional players.”
Denise Johnson
Group President,
Caterpillar Resource Industries
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Increasing Product Complexity is Happening and Can’t Be Stopped
Mastering product complexity will increase shareholder value
Companies that deliver on a vision to develop high quality and
reliable next-gen products will be rewarded, and those that have
underestimated what it takes to get there, will be held accountable.
For example, mining equipment manufacturers have put a stake in the
ground to deliver autonomous haul trucks at scale, not only using the
technology for their products, but as the platform for competitor offerings.
Shareholders have bought into these bold goals, and have boosted the
value of companies hitting these goals. Companies’ abilities to execute
will be tested, and the outcome will be determined based on the scale and
reach they achieve over the next 3-5 years.

Roll out autonomous Vehicle
technology to new products and
competitor brands

Industrial Manufactures, that set high investor expectations tied to
next-generation products, need to make sure they have the systems
and IT infrastructure required to get them there. A full review of the
people, processes, and technology required to execute this should
be a strategic imperative, as undoubtedly there will be issues to
resolve, quickly. Most companies will discover they rely heavily on
spreadsheets, and will need to ask themselves how to move from
disconnected silos of information to a collaborative organization with
a single view of information.

VISION

BUSINESS FOCUS
Validate technology in Komatsu haul
trucks, establish use cases for
drilling equipment

Initial target drilling equipment and
Komatsu haul truck

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Creating Shareholder Value

Create safe, reliable operations
equipment that is no longer owned,
that increases production vs manned
equipment
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Section 3

The Digital Thread
The Digital Thread is the capability that allows teams across the enterprise to follow a product’s digital history and all of its related digital
assets - from the initial planning and analysis, through design, manufacturing, testing, and on to final sustainment and disposal phases.
The Digital Thread allows companies to connect product information generated by a multitude of product functions including:
• Product Requirements
• Simulation Models

• Electronics and Embedded Software
• Manufacturing Process Plans

• Service Records
• Industrial Internet of Things

With full product lifecycle traceability using the Digital Thread, teams across the enterprise are empowered to work concurrently with the latest
product information. Only a platform approach can sustain the Digital Thread.

Concept

Development

Manufacturing

Service

PLATFORM APPLICATIONS
PLATFORM SERVICES

MCAD
PDM

MBSE
Simul.

ECAD
PDM
ALM

ERP

Maint.
IOT
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Why the Digital Thread is Fundamental to Success
The exponential growth of product complexity in Industrial Manufacturing
products has surfaced the inadequacies of legacy engineering
and manufacturing systems and business processes. Currently,
IT architectures and existing systems can’t effectively coordinate
product development across engineering disciplines – mechanical,
electrical, and software – or across the entire product lifecycle.

To set the foundation for growth in this era of complex connected
products, you must rethink business processes and connect
siloed systems. This requires a modern, platform-based approach
that enables organizations to quickly change and evolve product
processes as business needs change. The result of connecting
processes and systems is creation of Digital Thread capability,
allowing full product lifecycle traceability.

Product complexity is increasing and creating challenges
PRODUCT
COMPLEXITY

Connected
Product as a Service

Systems
Software
Electronic

SE/MBSE
Mechatronics

Electrical
Mechanical — 3D
Mechanical — 2D

TIME
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Digital Thread Enables Product Innovation
When it comes to developing next-generation products, figuring out
the functions and capabilities the customer really needs used to be an
art form. To be effective and responsive to customer demands, new
connections to information – such as the ability to gain feedback from
assets in the field – are required to turn this process into a science.

This process starts by receiving information about events occurring
out in the field, as the product operates. Then coupling this with the
evolution of the configuration of the product as it operates in different
environments. Finally, applying powerful analytics to understand failure
rates of components, maintenance history, and production volumes.

To do this, you must first establish a level of confidence within your
customers, assuring them that you can safely and securely access
their operations and maintenance data. If you’re able to establish this
trusted relationship, both you and your customers will benefit from
your ability to develop better, more innovative products.

Access to new levels of information and insight will allow for more
collaborative discussions with customers about their needs in order
to influence the next generation of design, manufacture and quality
improvements.
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Innovative Business Models to Retain Customers and Engage New Ones
Delivering new services or models to customers offers great opportunity and promise.
This is particularly true as product complexity increases. Customers looking to install and
operate the latest technology in order to quickly gain a competitive advantage may soon
realize that they are not equipped with the right resources to maintain them effectively, or
that the resources to do so are simply not available.
Customers who find themselves in this situation will look to progressive manufacturers
who understand the situation and can package the right product, backed by enhanced field
service capabilities. This would include: real-time monitoring, predictive maintenance
techniques, and fast response times to convince the customer that this product-as-a-service
approach is ultimately easier and more reliable than if they were to attempt ownership and
maintenance themselves.

“Right now there’s a pull from our mining
customers, from the start of the year, mines
have suddenly started talking to us about
doing more than an iron transaction.”
Craig Watkins
Commercial Manager,
Cat Mining Technology
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EXAMPLE

A global leader in water and energy
technologies is selling the efficient
use of water. They deliver water
treatment equipment along with
cleaning chemicals delivering water
as a service.

Organizations are exploring farming
as a service to provide affordable
technology solutions for efficient
farming. This makes the latest
equipment available to small
farmers where they can pay for use.
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Own the Lifecycle –Product Maintenance Creates Long-term Revenue
Owning and managing the service, maintenance, and upgrades for
complex equipment can be big business, with margins of 20%+, lasting
10 to 40+ years, depending on the product. We are talking millions of
dollars of annual maintenance,meaning new revenue streams to be gained
by manufacturers servicing what they build, while helping to shield an
account from being lured away by the competition. To be competitive, offer

new business models, improve operational performance, while lowering
the cost of maintenance will be key to success. Therefore, the path is
clear: offer new business models, improve operational performance, and
lower the cost of maintenance. Establishing the Digital Thread across the
product lifecycle makes these goals a reality by enabling traceable product
information – from product inception to the field and back.
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EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Rolls Royce, one of the leading companies supporting Engine as a Service aka Power by
the Hour models, faced challenges this year with their Trent 1000 engine blades wearing
much faster than expected, leading to customers taking their fleets of 787s out of service.
By reacting quickly by creating an emergency inspection program, Rolls Royce was
able to limit the downtime and create new maintenance plans to identify failures faster,
reducing the impact on their customers.
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Section 4

USE CASES FOR THE DIGITAL THREAD
ACROSS THE PRODUCT LIFECYCLE
To ensure a fast response to product issues, manufacturers must be able
to manage change across the enterprise, including the ability to distinguish
critical versus non-critical change, to minimize errors that could potentially
affect quality.
One change may affect a current product in process as well as multiple
versions in different stages of the lifecycle. With the Digital Thread,
organizations can improve their understanding of the impact of change and
make sure all affected issues are addressed and items updated.
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Collaboration Between the Engineering Disciplines
Legacy IT systems cannot manage today’s product complexity
and, more importantly, the product complexity of tomorrow. These
systems, originally designed to support specific engineering
disciplines, like mechanical, are closed, and thus create problems
when trying to upgrade or add additional capabilities.
This inability to integrate across disciplines can disrupt on-time
delivery of new product introductions, as complex products contain
not just the mechanical and electrical disciplines of Engineering,
but now software as well. The Digital Thread is necessary to
connect disparate siloes of information as well as managing and
understanding change.

Connecting critical information and understanding when it changes,
how it changed, and what it means to the engineer, enables a
collaborative environment throughout the design process. It does this
by removing information silos. Everyone has a view into information
and therefore users can see the changes in real-time, enabling
conversations to occur that otherwise would happen after the fact or
not at all. This includes the ability to manage and trace information
for all product items, a view of how the Bill of Materials evolves,
and the ability to map the necessary processes to facilitate change
management.
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Breaking Down the Wall Between Engineering & Manufacturing
In fast-paced manufacturing environments, keeping up with the rate
of change between disciplines is a daunting task. The current solution
to this is ad hoc meetings and spreadsheets to implement change
manually. This creates a risk of some critical changes falling through
the cracks, leading to quality defects, and potentially costing millions
of dollars to address.

the BOM are sent and are reflected in a new version of the BOM.
However, as these changes are implemented, Manufacturing work in
process has moved on to the next step and the changes have not been
implemented. Without visibility to the impact of change to all products
in the manufacturing process, the probability of quality issues
increases significantly.

Nowhere is this more prevalent than the handover of a Bill
of Materials (BOM) between Engineering and Manufacturing
departments. Typically, each department is using legacy systems to
manage their version of the BOM. Engineering turns over an approved
version of the BOM to Manufacturing so that they can get started
planning the manufacturing process. Then updates and changes on

Managing and understanding the impact of change across the lifecycle
is a significant value proposition for pursuing the Digital Thread.
It increases visibility into what is happening between disciplines,
enabling collaboration and reducing quality defects impacting your
bottom line and customer perceptions of your products.
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EXAMPLE

A large jet engine manufacturer was relying on manual processes to translate
changes between engineering and manufacturing bill of materials as they lacked a
business system to cascade changes. They built a Digital Thread to synchronize the
translation of the bill of materials across multiple legacy manufacturing systems and
multiple locations. The result was a traceable Digital Thread between engineering and
manufacturing improving visibility to changes between disciplines.
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Close the Loop for Quality
With increasing product complexity and shortened development cycles,
ensuring product quality and regulatory compliance can be challenging
for companies focused on next generation product innovation. Yet,
many businesses still use stand-alone systems and spreadsheets for
managing quality, creating information silos and process gaps.
The outcome from these silos of information and Legacy IT systems
is a higher rate of product recalls, which can lead to fines, regulatory
compliance issues and a tarnished image.

To address the gap in quality management processes, organizations
can connect both the proactive and reactive aspects of quality into the
Product Lifecycle using the Digital Thread.
This will allow cross-disciplinary teams and the extended supply
chain to create closed-loop capabilities to identify and manage
risk, improve quality, meet customer requirements, and attain
environmental, safety, medical, and other forms of compliance.
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New Levels of Support for Products in the Field
The new and growing world of “smart” connected products requires a
different way of managing product complexity. As IoT information provides
feedback to Engineering and Manufacturing, companies can respond
to customer needs by building assets for specific regions, applications
and industries, resulting in a wider array of product configurations.
Harnessing the Digital Thread gives manufacturers the ability to
track various product configurations and connect assets “as built
bill of materials” through to “as maintained bill of materials.”

Manufacturers who can link critical information will lower the cost
of maintenance. How? By sending the right people, parts and work
instructions to the affected product. This avoids costly inefficiencies,
delays, and customer downtime. Meanwhile, your relationship with
the customer strengthens, as you become a trusted, reliable partner.
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Lay the Foundation for the Digital Twin Configuration
The Digital Thread allows you to effectively manage changes to a
product’s configuration as it moves through the product lifecycle
and operates in the field. This ability to manage change creates
the foundation for the Digital Twin. The goal of a Digital Twin is to
optimize the physical world by monitoring an assets’ performance and
comparing it to its exact configuration in order to improve operational
performance and business processes. It is a complete digital model
and must contain the ability to understand, react, and update a
configuration as changes occur throughout its operational life. To do
this you must have the Digital Thread first!
When is the Digital Twin created? As you begin to manufacture a
physical product, the Digital Twin Configuration takes shape. Why

not until manufacturing begins? Because, you cannot have a Digital
Twin until you have a serial number. Everything before is just a digital
model of what you designed and planned to build. Once the product’s
manufacture is complete, you have the “As Built Product” Digital Twin
Configuration. As the product operates in the field, its configuration
changes, and this becomes the “As Maintained Product”.
The Digital Twin Configuration is the foundational element of any
Digital Twin. Without it, you are missing much of the context of
the product you are operating and maintaining. Additional sources
and capabilities for the Digital Twin include Industrial Internet of
Things, Time Series and Unstructured data, Predictive Analytics, and
Simulation Model comparisons.
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Section 5:

NOW IS THE TIME TO MOVE FORWARD WITH THE DIGITAL THREAD
Pursuing the Digital Thread is essential for you to keep pace with
product complexity, customer requirements, and competition. Digital
Thread solves many lingering issues surrounding legacy IT and
business processes, while breaking down organizational silos that
have systemically been holding you back for decades. Now that you
are aware of the opportunities that Digital Thread creates, it’s time to
prepare.

The next step is to check out our Digital Thread eBook “Moving to the
Digital Thread in Industrial Manufacturing.” This eBook discusses
how customers link critical information created throughout the
product lifecycle, the benefits they receive by doing so, and the
actions to take to get ready for the Digital Thread.

ABOUT ARAS
Aras enables the world’s leading manufacturers of complex, connected products to transform their product lifecycle
processes and gain a competitive edge. Aras’ open, flexible, scalable, and upgradable PLM platform and applications
connect users in all disciplines and functions to critical product information and processes across the extended enterprise.
Aras customers include Airbus, BAE Systems, GE, GM, Hitachi, Honda, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, and Microsoft.
Visit www.aras.com to learn more.

